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SPECIFICATIONS
Driver with Dual Voice 
Coils

6.5” Mica Filled Polypropylene with 

Butyl Rubber Surround

Tweeter Dual 3/4” 19mm Titanium Dome

Frequency Response 47Hz-20kHz

Power Handling 5-125 Watts

SPL @ 1 Watt/1 meter 88.5db

Impedance 8 ohm 

Nominal

Fixed Crossovers

Approximate Height X 

Width X Depth

12”(304m) X 14”(356mm) X  11”(279mm)

Standard Single Pack

Dimensions (weight)

14” x 14” x 16” (13 lbs)

Master Pack Dimensions 2 
pair (weight)

14” X 28” X  16” (26 lbs)

Color  California Sandstone
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Make your Garden and Landscape come alive with 

the most realistic rock speakers on the market!

Our rock speakers are ‘heard but not seen’ because 
they resemble real rocks. Even the grill blends in to 

the rock.

The lifelike OR6 Rock Speakers have built-in designed 
robust high fidelity sound that is demanded in 
outdoor environments. They are great around the spa 
to provide a tranquil setting yet can deliver enough 
power for your teenager’s pool party.

The materials in both the enclosure and the speaker 
were carefully selected to create a rock  that is totally 
weatherized. It can withstand sun, rain, heat, cold, 
fog, and coastal dew. In addition, the unit comes with 
a threaded insert for an eye bolt  to deter theft.

The OR6 is a single stereo, stand-alone speaker, with 
dual voice coils and dual tweeters to deliver both left 
and right sound from one package. It can also be used 
in conventional stereo application with two separate 
speakers. Just hook-up the left side only for single left 
or right mono sound. No need to stock two separate 
models. This is one speaker for two applications.

The color choices are Tennessee Granite and  
California Sandstone.

Electrical connection is made by two or four color 
coded leads.

With our limited 5 year warranty you are assured 
years of superior trouble free operation.

Outdoor Simulated Rock Speaker 
6.5” Dual Voice Coil Woofer 
Dual .75” Titanium Tweeter 
Stereo or Mono Input

Part Number 92068
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Accessories Volume Controls

ZL45R Part# 92034


